ABSTRACT

Introductory programming courses suffer a fate of high failure. Also, research has shown a significant relationship between engagement and academic success. Therefore, reliable and real-time engagement measures could help identify students who need help and provide them with personalised instruction. The present methods of measuring engagement rely primarily on self-reports that have reliability issues due to self-bias and poor recall and, at the same time, do not provide real-time and high granularity data. Interestingly, the online environments allow for real-time capturing of fine-grained interactions, which could be used to measure students’ engagement and overcome the issues of self-report measures. The focus of our work will be cognitive engagement, which is a less explored dimension of engagement. To achieve this, we have developed an online learning environment called PyGuru for teaching-learning of Python. We propose to collect learner interaction data, classify these actions into different levels of cognitive-engagement, and study the impact of these different levels on their learning. We present the initial work done in this direction regarding the system developed and the data collected. We intend to seek advice on the validity and reliability of our approach to measuring cognitive engagement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research has demonstrated a significant relationship between engagement and educational outcomes like persistence, completion and achievement [7, 9, 18]. While student engagement is crucial to any learning experience, it is particularly important for domains like computer programming since introductory programming courses suffer a fate of high failure and dropouts and engagement as a construct can help in addressing this [2, 21].

The construct “engagement” has multiple unique conceptualisations. Kuhl (2007) defines engagement as “participation in educationally effective practices, both inside and outside the classroom, which leads to a range of measurable outcomes”. Krause and Coates (2008) define it as “the extent to which students are engaging in activities that higher education research has shown to be linked with high-quality learning outcomes” [13, 14].

Engagement as a construct not only requires involvement but also feelings and sense-making [15] as a result, many theorists argue for a multidimensional definition of engagement. In literature, the various dimensions of engagement include academic, behavioural, emotional, affective, psychological, social, cognitive, and agentic dimensions [4, 8, 9, 11]. The focus of our work will be Cognitive Engagement(CE), because of two reasons. Firstly, as it has established research and a theoretical base that supports its significance in learning [3, 9, 10]. Secondly, CE has been less explored in the domain of computer programming [12]. Cognitive engagement is defined as the extent to which students are willing to invest in working on the task [5], and how long they persist [17, 19]. Similarly, as per Fredricks et al. (2004) ‘cognitively engaged students would be invested in their learning, would seek to go beyond the requirements, and would relish challenge.” [9].

Our research uses the framework developed by Chi & Wylie (2014). This framework classifies students’ overt behaviours (like taking notes, asking questions etc.) into four different modes of engagement, namely interactive, constructive, active, and passive(ICAP)[3]. ICAP model, which was initially developed for classroom learning, has been extended to online learning as well [6, 16, 20, 22]. However, most of the existing studies in the online environment explore components such as video watching, DF, in pieces (i.e. they apply ICAP to only one of the online learning components like video watching, discussion forums, etc). This implies a lacuna of studies in a Computer-Based Learning Environment (CBLE) that study all these components together and hence, lacks an understanding of how students’ behaviour in CBLE is related to their CE. Also, most studies that explore engagement in computer programming mainly focus on the motivational and behavioural aspect and not the cognitive aspect of engagement[12]. Hence, there is a need of analysing actions learners’ perform in CBLE with all the existing components to better understand cognitive engagement and its impact on learning.
To fill the above gaps, we developed a CBLE called PyGuru for teaching-learning of Python programming that consists of four components: book-reader, video player, Integrated Development Environment (IDE), and discussion forum. This learning environment captures fine-grained data related to learning like highlights and annotations in the book-reader. Play, pause and seek behaviour and response to in-video questions in a video player. Views, comments, and likes in the discussion forum and their performance in IDE using test cases for each program.

In our research, we propose to use the interaction data generated to classify students’ actions into different modes of cognitive engagement, namely Interactive, Constructive, Active and Passive (ICAP). We will then study the impact of these different engagement levels on students learning of computer programming. These results will help us develop models to measure learners’ cognitive engagement and provide them feedback to prevent failure and dropouts.

In this paper, Section II presents the background and related works. The description of the learning environment and study design are provided in section III. Section IV offers a proposed solution, and the closing section contains questions for which we intend to seek advise.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

To analyze learners’ interaction in the system, we will be using the ICAP framework developed by Chi Wylie (2014). This section consists of two subsections. The first one provides a brief introduction to the ICAP framework and the second subsection involves the related works that use the ICAP framework.

2.1 ICAP Framework

ICAP is a hierarchical framework that defines engagement in terms of students’ overt behaviours and tries to distinguish these overt behaviours into four modes of engagement, namely interactive, constructive, active and passive[3].

They define passive mode as “learners receiving information without overtly doing anything related to learning” (Chi Wylie, 2014, p. 221). In this mode, learners simply attend to the information (without performing any actions like note-taking) and store it in episodic form rather than integrating it with prior knowledge.

Active engagement occurs when the learner’s information acquisition is accompanied by certain physical or motoric actions that support their learning. This includes taking notes in the classroom, pausing and recap of the videos being watched or highlighting the text while reading.

The cognitive process involved during active engagement demands the activation of prior knowledge and integrating the new information into the existing one. Constructive engagement happens when the learners attempt to produce some artefacts using their prior knowledge and the information available in the environment. The characteristic feature of these artefacts is that they use information that goes beyond the available information. This includes “elaborating, comparing and contrasting, generalizing, reflecting on, and explaining how something works” (Chi Wylie, 2014, p. 228).

Interactive engagement occurs when learners engage in interaction, and during these interactions, both partners must be constructively engaged and there must be sufficient turn-taking.

2.2 Studies based on ICAP

Yogev et al. (2018) examined students’ CE in reading material using Nota Bene annotation platform[22]. They firstly analyzed CE anchored in the text by manually labelling students’ annotations and then developed an interactive decision tree to automate this process. They found that different sections of the text elicit different levels of CE. For instance, low CE corresponds to definitions provided in the text. They also developed a visualization tool to show the distribution of varying levels of CE over the reading material.

Acknowledging the absence of a framework for active viewing (active learning to describe students’ behaviours while learning from video). Dodson et al. (2018) developed a framework to classify students’ different video watching behaviours as per the ICAP framework which classified behaviours as passive (playing video content), active (replay, pause, seek specific information), constructive (taking notes, highlighting), and interactive (cooperating and collaborating with others) [6]. To fully support video-based learning, they used ViDeX in this study which supported a broader set of behaviours, as mentioned previously.

Wang et al. (2015) investigated students’ contributions in the discussion forum participating in a MOOC[20]. They studied the relationship between the kind of posts students write and their learning gain. For this purpose, they considered each post as a sampling unit and coded each post into nine categories: active (note-taking, repeat, paraphrase), constructive (compare or connect, ask novel questions, provide justification or reason), and interactive (building on partner’s contribution, acknowledging partner’s contribution, defend or challenge). Their study shows a significant association between the discourse in the discussion forum and learning gains.

The study by Atapattu et al. (2019) tried to automate this process of classifying the post in the discussion forum into the active and constructive modes of engagement[1]. Their research included finding semantic similarities between each post and related course materials using cosine similarity. The posts significantly different from the learning materials were classified as constructive, and the more similar ones were labelled as active.

To summarize, we have presented how ICAP is used in bookreader, video-watching and discussion forums. These studies have influenced the design of our system PyGuru. Moreover, the results presented in these studies are promising and indicate a strong link between students’ CE and their performance. It is, therefore, crucial to investigate how overall learning behaviour (actions in book reader, video player etc.) impact students’ performance in Python programming.

To understand this, we present PyGuru— a learning environment for learning Python programming capable of logging the user actions. The following section offers details about the system, study design, and the proposed solution.
3. LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

PyGuru\(^1\) is a computer-based learning environment for teaching and learning Python programming skills. PyGuru has four major components: 1) Book Reader 2) Video Player 3) Integrated Development Environment (IDE) 4) Discussion Forum.

A book reader (shown in Fig 1. a) in PyGuru allows readers to highlight and annotate the text. Highlight in the digital context consists of selecting a text and colouring it. The annotating feature in the learning environment comprises selecting a text, commenting on that text, and providing a tag to that text.

PyGuru has an interactive video watching platform (Fig. 1.b). The students can interact with the video using basic video player features like enhancing the speed of the video and performing other actions like play, pause and seek. More advanced interactive features are embedded into the system that allows the instructor to add questions within the video. The video automatically stops and waits for the learner’s response.

We also have integrated an IDE (Fig 1. c) in PyGuru. Currently, the IDE evaluates the learners’ code against the test cases. The “verify” button in the IDE allows learners’ to check their program for errors and test cases before submitting. The IDE consist of four panels 1) Instruction Panel - To provide details about the problem or algorithm 2) Input Panel - To provide the test cases for the problem, and these test cases are tested against these inputs 3) Coding Panel - The coding panel is where the student is expected to write the code, and the instructor can present some partial codes as well 4) Output Panel - To display the output once the program is run and provide information about the number of test cases passed and failed.

PyGuru has a discussion Forum (Fig 1.d). The learners can use this discussion forum to put forth their queries which the instructor or their peers can then answer. They can also respond and hit like on the post made by their peers or instructor.

4. METHODOLOGY

The study is focused on investigating learners’ cognitive engagement in a CBLE, designed for teaching and learning of Python programming. We decided to use ICAP framework not only to design the system but will also use it to analyze learners’ interactions in PyGuru. The aim is to answer the following questions: 1.1 Is there a relationship between log data of student activity in CBLE and self-reported student engagement survey scores? 1.2 Is there a relationship between actions that are believed to represent higher cognitive engagement and learning gains? 1.3 How do learners’ actions having different learning gains differ in a CBLE while learning computer programming?

4.1 Study Design

The study participants will be students from undergraduate colleges or diploma colleges located in developing countries (India and Malaysia). The duration of the study will be 3-5 weeks. During this time the learners will be interacting with the system to learn programming by reading content, watching videos, and coding on IDE. One week prior to the study, learners will be introduced to the system. Along with this a consent form, demographic survey and a pre-test will be administered. This pre-test will be designed by the instructor and on similar lines a post-test will be designed to measure learning gains. Student engagement will be measured using the 7-item activity-level student engagement survey (Henrie et al. 2016). From this survey,

\(^1\) https://tinyurl.com/2psh6wpw
we will only consider items corresponding to cognitive engagement. Log data from the PyGuru will be collected for all participants. The log data consists of the user id, session id, timestamp, page id, and other details like the action performed (e.g. highlighted or annotated) and the context information (the text highlighted).

4.2 Proposed Solution
We propose to investigate cognitive engagement in CBLE using log-data. At this point, there are two directions. One is to do a correlation analysis with the engagement scores obtained through engagement surveys and identify whether the data captured from logs could be used as a proxy for cognitive engagement. The second one is to use a data-driven approach to identify the characteristics of students with higher learning gains using descriptive and diagnostic analytics. Further, using the findings obtained from descriptive and diagnostic analytics to develop regression models to measure cognitive engagement.

5. ADVICE SOUGHT
Q1. Are the system’s design and the data captured suitable for measuring engagement?

Q2. Since we plan to develop regression models for measuring engagement using learning gains. Is this proposed approach valid? Also, what are other ways to validate our measures other than self-report or teachers’ ratings?

Q3. What are the general suggestions regarding the study design in terms of duration of the study, the data collected from the environment, etc.?
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